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Abstract
This study theoretically examines the probability distribution of corporate bankruptcy upon new debt issuances.
We develop a relatively simple Markov model with three feasible corporate phases, derive the stochastic
transition rates and the time-related probabilities to remain in each business cycle, and further simulate realistic
corporate paths. We find that when both corporate debt and assets are stochastic, the probability to be in Chapter
11 is generally lower among borrowers that portray higher debt variability. Moreover, we detect that the most
probable time to be in bankruptcy occurs within two or three years of a new debt issuance.
Keywords: debt issuance, bankruptcy, systematic risk, idiosyncratic risk,markov model, differential equations,
simulations
1. Introduction
In this study we develop a rather simple theoretical model that explores the probability distribution of corporate
bankruptcy upon new debt issuances. Nonetheless, our contribution does not reside within a new structural
default risk model. Instead, we emphasize the universal credit consequences of corporate debt dynamics for both
the borrowers and the lenders. In addition to customary derivations, we shed more light on the matter by
deploying numerous computer simulations and robustness tests.
We assume this research-expedition to help corporate agents to better comprehend the potential influence of
periodic changes in corporate debt on the overall likelihood to file for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection. We
associate regular oscillations in the debt level to different economic settings to direct managerial teams in their
ultimate search for a higher corporate credit quality. Our notional findings further assist creditors in assessing the
creditworthiness of the underlying borrowing firms. Apart from that, our theory also reveals the most likely
period to be in Chapter 11 reorganization post debt issuance.
Our theory hereafter primarily predicts that whenever corporate debt is unconstrained, because of seasonal debt
issuances or redemptions, and the underlying firm’s assets are further stochastic, the probability to be in Chapter
11 bankruptcy protection is persistently lower among borrowers that display higher debt variability, and vice
versa. Another important outcome of our model indicates that the most probable period of time to be in Chapter
11 reorganization occurs few years after a new corporate debt issuance. In most cases, the highest likelihood to
be in bankruptcy protection is obtained within two or three years from debt initiation. We authenticate this
notional finding for different types of debt ratios and across most practical economic circumstances. This
particular observation conveys significant credit implications both for borrowers and for lenders.
This research proceeds as follows. We first propose the general theory. To gain further insight on the matter, we
also deploy numerous computer simulations. Next, we conduct several robustness tests, and finally we conclude
and discuss future lines of research.
2. The Theory
To formulate the conventional dynamics of corporate bankruptcy risk we define three distinct corporate phases
with their respective probabilities per time unit to migrate from one phase to another, as follows. A firm can be
either in (1) a “going concern” phase, which generally indicates normal operations, (2) a Chapter 11
reorganization phase, which designates a temporary period of bankruptcy protection yet without any liquidation
at this stage, or (3) a Chapter 7 phase, which represents an absorbing state of default and a final liquidation of
corporate assets. We denote the probability to file for bankruptcy protection as α, the probability to default
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without any attempt to reorganize first as β, the probability to default while staying already in Chapter 11 as γ,
and the probability to emerge from Chapter 11 back to the going concern phase as δ. Since our model aims to
depict a stochastic conduct of a common firm, we further assign time-related probabilities to reside in each
corporate phase. We therefore denote ε τ as the probability to be in the going concern phase at time τ, η τ
as the probability to be in the Chapter 11 reorganization phase at time τ, and μ τ as the probability to be in the
Chapter 7 liquidation phase at time τ. For better clarity, we illustrate the feasible corporate cycles, the transition
likelihoods, and the respective time-related probabilities in Figure 1.
With probability

Going Concern Phase

With probability

Chapter 11 Reorganization

With probability

Chapter 7 Liquidation

Figure 1. The model’s three corporate phases and the respective migration probabilities
We can now assemble a simple Markov model of corporate survival through the following three coupled
first-order differential equations:
∙

∙

(1)

∙

∙

(2)

∙

∙

(3)

Since we are interested to discover the probability distribution of corporate bankruptcy upon a new debt
issuance, we shall assume that at origin the underlying firm is within the going concern phase. We therefore
instigate the three initial conditions of the system as follows:
0
1,
0
0, and
0
0.
We are concerned about the stochastic behavior of this particular system, thus we further deploy ordinary
Laplace transforms and postulate explicit derivations of the time-related probabilities as:
∙
∙

(4)
(5)

and from the law of total probability of mutually exclusive events we get
1

(6)

where, for simplicity, we define:
≝

1

(7)

as the complete exit probability from the going concern phase, which is strictly smaller than one,
≝

1

(8)

as the total exit probability from the Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection stage, which must be smaller than one as
well due to the complement likelihood to remain within the same phase,
≝

(9)

as a temporary variable, and further recall that the hyperbolic sine and hyperbolic cosine are defined as:
≝

(10)
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≝

(11)

At this stage of the analysis we rely on prior literature and disentangle the probability
to file for bankruptcy
into two risk components, systematic and idiosyncratic. Jarrow and Yu (2001), Chauveau and Gatfaoui (2002),
Hull and White (2004), Ou-Yang (2005), Neely and Winters (2006), Fletcher (2007), Eckner (2008), Giesecke
(2008), and Parnes (2009) are among the more recent studies that scrutinize these systematic and the
idiosyncratic bankruptcy risk components.
We therefore consider that firms fail to service their outstanding debt and consequently file for Chapter 11
bankruptcy protection primarily because of harsh macroeconomic conditions (systematic factors) and due to
excess debt overhang and other intra-firm elements (idiosyncratic determinants). More formally we integrate the
systematic and the idiosyncratic bankruptcy risk modules as:
(12)
The systematic risk module of a firm naturally depends upon a specific economic state of nature, which we
classify as . The corresponding idiosyncratic bankruptcy risk component logically depends upon a particular
balance between the firm’s latest debt level and assets following the recent bond issuance, which we categorize
as . In this setting,
denotes the degree of debt variability, while
≫ 0 represents a relatively
stable debt ratio and
≪ 1 signifies a fairly volatile debt structure. Therefore, we can now utilize the
Bayes’ theorem to unravel each bankruptcy risk element as the respective product of a conditional probability
and a definite likelihood, as follows:
≝

∩

|

∙

(13)

≝

∩

|

∙

(14)

We can further use the Merton (1974) structural credit framework, often referred as the option theoretic valuation
of debt, to express the idiosyncratic conditional probability
| to file for bankruptcy given a firm’s
specific debt ratio. In this case, we write
|

Φ

≝Φ

(15)

√

where
denotes the present market value of corporate assets,
is the deterministic face value of debt which
matures at a future time ,
represents the risk-free interest rate,
signifies the volatility of the firm’s
assets, and Φ
designates the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the standard Normal distribution.
is the risk-neutral probability that the borrowing firm is capable of
In the Merton (1974) model, Φ
servicing its outstanding debt. Thus, Φ
≡1 Φ
represents the conditional probability (given a
specific debt ratio) for the underlying borrowing firm to file for bankruptcy due to intra-firm circumstances.
We can now incorporate the modified derivation for a firm’s likelihood to file for Chapter 11 bankruptcy
protection
|

∙

Φ

√

∙

(16)

into equations (4), (5), and (6) and obtain conclusive time-related probabilities to be in the going concern phase,
the Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection cycle, or the Chapter 7 liquidation stage at time as respective functions
of the likelihood to have a specific debt ratio. These relations allow us to examine the probability distribution of
corporate bankruptcy under various circumstances.
A word of caution is required here though. To preserve the probability
to file for Chapter 11 bankruptcy
within the feasible domain of 0, 1 we generally mandate that the idiosyncratic conditional probability of
remains sufficiently below one. In the present context, the assortment of Φ
→1
bankruptcy Φ
and at the same time the borrowing firm maintains a reasonably fixed debt ratio, i.e.
→ 1 , is
0, which clearly violates the law of total probability.
mathematically ill-defined because in most cases
This acute setting, however, portrays a borrowing firm that cannot stay fully operational, therefore its probability
distribution of bankruptcy is completely irrelevant. We therefore limit our theory to cope with those borrowing
firms that have debt levels at or below market value of corporate assets. In practice, these instances are the bulk
of borrowing firms, while we ought to exclude merely the extraordinary trivial cases. In our later simulations we
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→ 1, which visibly triggers → 1. Regardless of
demand that /
1 to avoid the situation where Φ
other transition rates, this insignificant case essentially portrays a borrowing firm that can stay only
instantaneously within the going concern corporate phase. In this particular setting the probability distribution of
corporate bankruptcy is obviously extraneous.
We can expose other relations within the proposed model by realistically assuming that the probability
to
default and reach Chapter 7 liquidation directly from the going concern phase is proportional to the ad hoc debt
ratio, hence ∝ . For example, when the outstanding debt is far greater than the market value of assets, in
many cases a distressed firm would abandon any attempt to reorganize and immediately liquidates its existing
assets among the various classes of the debt-holders. However, we intentionally separate the emergence
probability
as well as the likelihood
to reach Chapter 7 and default while staying already in Chapter 11
bankruptcy protection from the firm’s debt ratio. These two exit routes usually depend on the projected
liquidation costs, the chances to find Debtor In Possession (DIP) financiers, and the odds to overcome various
obstacles during negotiations with different classes of creditors. Alderson and Betker (1995) empirically show
that firms with high liquidation costs of assets tend to emerge from Chapter 11 with relatively low debt ratios,
often by raising new equity capital, while the debt of these firms is more likely to be public, unsecured, and with
less restrictive covenants.
Furthermore, we notice that our derivations for the time-related probabilities to remain in each corporate cycle
within equations (4), (5), and (6) are linked to the Merton (1974) structural credit model through another device.
As time progresses, i.e. when increases, the remaining time until maturity
on the firm’s outstanding debt
decreases. In this situation, the idiosyncratic conditional probability of bankruptcy Φ
in equation (15)
decreases with some convexity or concavity, depending on the precise corporate debt ratio. Consequently, the
probability
to file for bankruptcy protection generally tends to decline. This configuration reduces the
complete exit probability
from the going concern cycle in equation (7), while these changes further affect the
temporary variable
in equation (9).
In fact, because the probability
to file for bankruptcy protection is a periphrastic function of the time unit
we cannot analytically solve how
and
advance through time. In various instances, however, as
illustrated in the next section, we can ignore this somewhat concealed relationship between
and and
differentiate by parts both time-related probabilities
and
. Within this venue, we can utilize the facts
,
, and
, and acquire
that
≅

∙
≅

∙

(17)
(18)

To find the specific point where the time-related probability
to be in Chapter 11 reorganization reaches a
local optimum level we require that
0. Along this first order condition we use a simple algebra and
find that an optimum time-related likelihood to stay in bankruptcy protection is achieved when
2

(19)

We notice that the ratio on the left hand side of equation (19) is independent of hence it is stable over time,
yet the right hand side grows through time with a direct correspondence to the continuous rise in the parameter
. Thus, we can conclude that an optimum time-related probability to stay in Chapter 11 reorganization is
inevitable. In addition, to obtain a local (and in this case also global) maximum we further require that
0. This second order condition commands that
(20)
From the definitions of hyperbolic cosine and hyperbolic sine, when is relatively small, the ratio on the right
∞. This authorizes inequality (20) to hold and a local
hand side is rather large. More formally, lim →
maximum to subsist. However, when is fairly large, this ratio converges quite fast to one. In the latter case,
1, a violation of inequality (20) is more probable. Altogether, we expect the highest
since lim →
probability to be in Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection at some early stage after the debt issuance, which
ultimately depends upon the overall transition likelihoods in the system.
Nonetheless, because the probability

employs the CDF of the standard Normal distribution,
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non-differeentiable funcction of . T
Therefore, deerivations (177) and (18) merely porttray reduced--form
approximaations to the prrogressions off the time-relatted probabilitiies
and
to remaiin within the going
g
concern phhase or the Chhapter 11 reorgganization cyccle, respectiveely. In the nextt section we aassess the meriits of
these apprroximations thhrough a closee examinationn of the relatiionship between the probabbility
to file for
bankruptcyy and the timee measure ffor different leevels of debt ratio. Yet, to better compreheend the probab
bility
distribution of corporatee bankruptcy uupon a new deebt issuance w
we shall enforcce the exact reelations throug
ghout
the later coomputer simullations.
3. Main Simulations
o the
We begin this section byy validating thhe reduced-forrm approximattions (17) andd (18) for the eevolvements of
and
to remain withinn the going cconcern phase or the Chapte
er 11
time-relateed credit probbabilities
reorganizaation cycle, resspectively. Forr this purpose, we inspect thhrough equatioon (16) how thhe probability
to
file for bannkruptcy is truuly affected byy the progress of the time unnit and the consequentiall decline within the
remaining time until debt maturity , ceteris paribbus. Yet, we fiirst measure hhow the idiosyyncratic condittional
inn equation (15) decreases ovver time with ddifferent levells of debt ratio
probabilityy of bankruptccy Φ
o. We
$2, $4, $6, $8
therefore assign the following quuantities:
$10 ,
8, $10 ,
3% per annum,
25%
% per year, at origin
0 and
15 years until m
maturity, but whhen graduaally advances to
t 14
years,
ssimultaneouslyy decreases to one year untiil maturity. Wee report the reesults of these simulations on the
left panel oof Figure 2. On
O the right pannel of Figure 2 we further deemonstrate how the complette probability
to
file for Chhapter 11 bannkruptcy protection alternatees with time, while in addiition to the abbove quantities we
arbitrarily select the folloowing figures::
0.2,,
|
0.4, thus
0.08, and
0.1.

Figure 22. The evolutioon of bankruptccy risk over tim
me
decre
In the leftt panel we illuustrate how thhe idiosyncratiic conditional probability off bankruptcy Φ
eases
over time with differennt levels of ddebt ratio. Wiithin these sim
mulations we arbitrarily seelect the following
quantities:
$10,
$2, $4, … , $10 ,
3% per annuum, at origin
0 and
15 years until
maturity (w
when graduually progressees to 14 years,
simultaneoously decreasees to one year uuntil maturity)), and
25%
% per annum. In the right panel we deemonstrate hoow the probabbility
to fiile for bankru
uptcy
protection moderately declines,
d
whilee in addition tto the above qquantities we nominate the following fig
gures:
|
0.4 , thuus
0..08 , and
0.1 . Thhese simulatioons show that for
0.2 ,
to file for bannkruptcy is reaasonably autonnomous of tim
me. In
relatively hhigh or low deebt ratios, the probability
these instaances, equationns (17) and (188) may serve aas sound approoximations to tthe evolutions of
and
over time. However, forr rather balancced debt ratios, the probabiliity
to file fo
for bankruptcy does vary thrrough
time. In thhese latter casees, equations ((17) and (18) ccan only be ussed as rough eestimations to tthe progressions of
the time-rrelated probaability
to remain in the going cconcern phasee as well ass the time-re
elated
probabilityy
to be inn Chapter 11 baankruptcy prottection.
We can obbserve that wheen the firm’s ddebt is relativelly mobile, i.e. when
≪ 1, with rathher high or low
w debt
ratios, the probability
to file for baankruptcy is faairly independdent of time. W
Within these occcasions, equa
ations
(17) and (18) can serve as suitable appproximations tto the evolutioons of
andd
. Howevver, for moderrately
balanced ddebt ratios, thee probability
to file for baankruptcy does vary over tim
me as a downw
ward sloping curve.
25
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In these later cases, equations (17) and (18) can only be used as rough estimations for the progressions of the
time-related probability
to remain in the going concern phase as well as the time-related probability
to be in Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection.
Nevertheless, we learn that a fairly stable corporate debt level, i.e. when
→ 1, would strengthen the
downward sloping curvature of the probability
to file for bankruptcy when measured with respect to changes
in time , since then the idiosyncratic conditional probability of bankruptcy Φ
attains a bigger weight in
equation (16). For these reasons, we prefer to continue our subsequent simulations with the precise derivations of
corporate bankruptcy risk and not to excessively rely on these reduced-form approximations. We now turn to
evaluate the notional influence of new debt issuances on corporate bankruptcy risk through equations (4) to (16).
In the next simulations we allow the borrowing firm to issue unconstrained debt while having stochastic assets.
In essence, we set a fixed
0, and we do not restrict the debt level by disconnecting the probability
from all other model variables. Thus, we implicitly assume that the firm’s outstanding debt can also vary over
time following further debt issuances or redemptions.
We summarize the simulated results throughout Figures 3 – 4 for firms having low, mid, and high debt ratios. In
Figure 3 we describe how the time-related probability
to remain in the going concern phase varies over
time through equation (4). In Figure 4 we portray how the time-related probability
to be in Chapter 11
bankruptcy protection fluctuates over time through equation (5). For these simulations we depict hypothetical
$
$
$
,
, and
, respectively.
borrowing firms with relatively low, mid, and high debt ratios as:
$

$

$

3% per annum,
25% per
Within each experiment we arbitrarily denote the following quantities:
year, at origin
0 and
15 years until maturity (when
gradually progresses to 14 years,
simultaneously decreases to one year until maturity),
∈ 0.1, 0.2, … , 1.0 (where
0.1 represents
a borrowing firm that exhibits a high variability of its debt level hence higher chances for further debt issuances
or redemptions, and
1.0 characterizes a firm which preserves a constant debt ratio thus no additional
debt issuances beyond the latest one),
0.2,
|
0.4, thus
0.08,
/6
0.0333, 0.0833, 0.1333 ,
0.2, and
0.5, thus
0.7.
The simulated findings indicate that throughout the entire time frame under investigation and for all types of
firms having unconstrained debt and stochastic assets, the time-related probability
to remain in the going
concern phase is constantly lower (higher) among firms with lower (higher) debt mobility. When the probability
for a specific debt level decreases (increases), hence when the debt ratio variability rises (declines), the
likelihood for a borrowing firm to avoid bankruptcy and to remain fully operational increases (decreases).
Furthermore, we detect that throughout the whole 14 years in our theoretical simulations and for all degrees of
corporate leverage, the time-related probability
to be in Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection is persistently
lower (higher) among borrowers having higher (lower) debt variability. These two important outcomes, however,
are significantly more (less) pronounced within borrowing firms having higher (lower) debt ratios.
In addition, we detect that regardless of the specific debt ratio, the time-related probability
to remain in the
going concern cycle continuously declines as a downward sloping convex curve. This result evolves despite the
fact that when time
advances, the remaining time
until the debt maturity decays, the idiosyncratic
conditional likelihood Φ
to file for bankruptcy decreases, and the complete probability
to file for
bankruptcy generally drops. The continuous shrinkage in
through time is a direct consequence of our
initial condition
0
1 and due to the absorbing state of default within the Chapter 7 phase, which
gradually accumulates the chances for an irreversible liquidation over time. This corporate behavior seems
highly realistic, since in practice, the vast majority of firms do fail at some point.
Even more interesting is the notional conduct of the time-related probability
to be in Chapter 11
reorganization. It appears that this time-related likelihood reaches its highest level shortly after initiation and it
continuously decays then after. This outcome is a direct result of our initial requirement for
0
0 and
the ergodic properties of the absorbing state of default, which essentially compel that
→∞
0,
→
∞
0, and
→∞
1. The unique curvature of
is obtained due to an upward sloping convex shape
of the first term
and a downward sloping convex profile of the second term
within
equation (5).
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Figgure 3. Time-rrelated operatioonal probabilitties with unconnstrained low, mid, and highh debt ratios
to rema
In the uppper left, upper right, and low
wer panels we describe how the time-relateed probability
ain in
the going concern corporate phase changes over ttime througgh equation (44) with low, m
mid, and high debt
ratios, resppectively. For these simulations we depict hypothetical ffirms having thhe following aarbitrary quanttities:
$10,,
$2, $5,, $8 ,
3%
% per annum, at origin
0 and
1
15 years untill maturity (wh
hen
gradually pprogresses to 14 years,
ssimultaneouslyy decreases to one year untill maturity),
25% per year,
∈ 0
0.1, 0.2, … , 1.0
0 (where
0.1 reprresents a borroowing firm thaat exhibits a higgh variability of its
debt hencee further debt issuances or redemptions aare likely, andd
1.0 characterizess a borrowing firm
0.4 , thhus
which preeserves a fixxed debt leveel),
0
0.2 ,
|
0
0.08 ,
/6
0.0333, 0
0.2, aand
0.0833, 0.1333
3,
0.5, thhus
0.7. These experim
ments reveal hoow the time-re
elated
probabilityy
to rem
main in the goinng concern phaase decay overr time, while hhigher debt varriability is esse
ential
for stayingg fully operatioonal, especiallyy among the high debt ratio firms.
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Figgure 4. Time-rrelated bankrupptcy probabilitties with unconnstrained low, mid, and highh debt ratios
In the uppper left, upperr right, and loower panels w
we describe hhow the time-rrelated probabbility
to be
b in
Chapter 111 bankruptcy protection
p
channges over timee through eqquation (5) witth low, mid, annd high debt ra
atios,
respectivelly. For these simulations w
we depict hyppothetical firm
ms having thee following arrbitrary quanttities:
$10,,
$2, $5,, $8 ,
3%
% per annum, at origin
0 and
1
15 years untill maturity (wh
hen
gradually pprogresses to 14 years,
ssimultaneouslyy decreases to one year untill maturity),
25% per year,
∈ 0
0.1, 0.2, … , 1.0
0 (where
0.1 reprresents a borroowing firm thaat exhibits a higgh variability of its
debt hencee further debt issuances or redemptions aare likely, andd
1.0 characterizess a borrowing firm
0.4 , thhus
which preeserves a fixxed debt leveel),
0
0.2 ,
|
0
0.08 ,
/6
0.0333, 0
0.2, and
0..7. These expperiments authhenticate how
0.0833, 0.1333
3 ,
0.5, thus
w the
time-relateed probabilitiees
to be inn Chapter 11 bankruptcy prrotection first increase and then decrease over
time, while higher debt variability is eessential for avvoiding Chaptter 11 bankrupptcy protectionn, especially am
mong
the high deebt ratio firms.
Furthermoore, we noticee that the maaximum time--related probaability
too be in Chapter 11 bankru
uptcy
protection is repeatedly achieved withhin two or threee years of a neew debt issuannce. As predictted by the theo
ory in
derivations (19) and (20), this resultt remains robuust regardless of the speciffic debt ratio or the firm’s debt
variabilityy. We provide some
s
pragmatiic intuition to this phenomennon by realizinng that in mosst cases, borrowing
firms can issue new debbt only when tthey do not coonvey an immeediate bankrupptcy risk. Thesse leveraged firms,
f
28
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however, damage their own creditworthiness with every debt issuance, thus their credit quality deteriorates
shortly after. Nevertheless, when enough time has passed since the debt issuance, the borrower has either
adjusted its core business to the new debt level or defaulted and completely liquidated its assets.
4. Robustness Tests
Throughout the main simulations thus far we have picked arbitrary values for the model variables. In particular,
3% per annum, σ
25% per year, γ 0.2,
we have frequently used the following pivot numbers: r
|
0.4, P
0.2, T 15 years until maturity, and β
/6. These subjectively
δ 0.5, α
selected measures depict reasonable quantities that aim to represent common observed patterns.
Nonetheless, for purpose of robustness, we wish to test our theory with alternative feasible values. We therefore
alternate each variable through a large spectrum of practical measures. More formally, we reproduce the previous
per
annum,
simulations with
the following
sets
of quantities: r ∈ 1%, 2%, … , 15%
|
∈
σ ∈ 5%, 10%, … , 40% per year, γ ∈ 0.05, 0.10, … , 0.50 , δ ∈ 0.05, 0.10, … , 0.50 , α
0.1, 0.2, … , 0.6 ,
P
∈ 0.1, 0.2, … , 0.6 ,
T ∈ 5, 10, … , 25
years
until
maturity,
and
β∈

,

,…,

. These robustness tests do not yield materially different outcomes than the already

testified results from the main simulations.
There are, however, a few interesting points to notice here. First, when the risk free interest rate reaches
exceedingly high levels, near 15% or so, the differences between low and high debt variability become
to file for bankruptcy converges to
negligible. With exceptionally high r the conditional probability Φ
zero in equation (15). In this case, the integrated likelihood
to file for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection
stabilizes in equation (16), while the effects of different debt dynamics on corporate bankruptcy risk are virtually
abolished.
Second, when the two exit routes from Chapter 11 are reduced to extraordinarily low levels, i.e. when the
probabilities γ or δ fall below 0.05 or so, the time-related probability
to be in Chapter 11 reorganization
attains its maximum level somewhat later than before, around four to five years after initiation. The reason for
this phenomenon lies in the fact that with these lowered transition rates γand δ, any borrowing firm that enters
the bankruptcy phase is evidently assumed to remain in this corporate cycle for a longer period of time. In this
setting, the time-related probability
to be in Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection reaches its highest level a bit
later than throughout the main simulations. Nonetheless, this maximum likelihood is still achieved within the
first few years, as anticipated by the theory.
5. Summary
In this study we have theoretically examined the probability distribution of corporate bankruptcy upon new debt
issuances. For this purpose, we have developed a relatively simple Markov model with three feasible corporate
phases: (1) a going concern cycle, (2) a Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection stage, and (3) an absorbing state of
default within Chapter 7 liquidation. We have presented analytical solutions for the stochastic transition rates
among these corporate phases and linked the continuous dynamics of corporate debt to time-related probabilities
to remain in each cycle. In addition, we have offered several reduced-form approximations that can crudely
predict bankruptcy risk patterns among various borrowing firms. To better comprehend the behavioral properties
of the system, we have further simulated the model derivations. Finally, we have authenticated our predictions
and deployed numerous robustness tests by alternating the model variables through large sensible ranges.
Overall, the notional findings of our model project that when corporate debt is unconstrained due to seasonal
debt issuances or redemptions and the firm’s assets are further stochastic, the time-related probability to be in
Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection is persistently lower among borrowers that portray higher debt variability, and
vice versa.
A valuable product of our theory indicates that the most probable period of time to file for Chapter 11
reorganization develops a small number of years after a new corporate debt issuance. In most cases, the highest
likelihood to be in bankruptcy protection is realized within two or three years of debt initiation. We ascertain this
vigorous result for all types of debt ratios and across most practical economic circumstances. This perception
conveys significant credit implications for both borrowers and lenders. Both of these counterparties should brace
themselves individually for this hazardous corporate phase and further direct proactive measures to mitigate
certain credit implications.
As future lines of research we recommend that interested parties pursue empirical tests of the prophecies of the
current theory. This however, may not be a trivial journey. While debt variability over time can be measured with
29
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relatively naïve statistical techniques, the assessment of its impact on corporate bankruptcy risk might burden
quite a few difficulties. Despite a universal agreement throughout the economic literature that corporate
bankruptcy risk evolves both from systematic factors and idiosyncratic determinants, it may not be a
straightforward task to isolating the marginal contributions in practice. Since these two risk modules are not
readily observed, it could be somewhat challenging to empirically attribute the isolated influence of debt
variability on the overall risk to file for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection. For that reason, our study remains a
theoretical exercise.
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